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A B S T R A C T   

The utility of neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and platelet-lymphocyte 
ratio (PLR) as prognostic markers in Feline Leukemia Virus (FeLV) and Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV) 
infections has not yet been investigated. The aim of this study was to investigate these leukocyte ratios in 
retrovirus-positive cats and to evaluate their prognostic value for survival. This retrospective case-control study 
included 142 cats, 75 FIV-Antibodies (Ab)-positive, 52 FeLV-Antigen (Ag)-positive, and 15 FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag- 
positive, and a control population of 142 retrovirus-negative age-, sex-, and lifestyle-matched cats. Signalment, 
complete blood count at the time of serological testing, and outcome were recorded. Leukocyte ratios were 
compared within the same case-control population, among the three retrovirus-seropositive populations, and 
were related to survival time. No significant difference was found in NLR, MLR, or PLR between FIV-Ab-positive 
and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats and their cross-matched controls. In the FeLV-Ag-positive population, MLR 
was significantly lower than in the control population (0.05 and 0.14, respectively, P=0.0008). No ratio 
discriminated among the three infectious states. No ratio was significantly different between survivors and non- 
survivors in the population of FIV-Ab-positive cats. MLR at diagnosis was significantly higher in FeLV-Ag-positive 
cats that died 1–3 years after diagnosis than in FeLV-Ag-positive cats still alive at 3 years (P=0.0284). None of 
the three ratios could predict retroviruses-positive cats that would survive to the end of the study. Overall the 
results indicate that NLR, MLR, and PLR are not significantly different among retrovirus statuses evaluated and 
had a very limited prognostic value for the survival time in retrovirus-positive cats.   

Introduction 

Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV) and Feline Leukemia Virus 
(FeLV) are the two most common infectious diseases of cats worldwide 
(Little et al., 2020). FIV is a Lentivirus that, in most cats, causes mild 
hematologic changes, such as anemia, lymphopenia, and neutropenia 
(Fujino et al., 2009; Rungsuriyawiboon et al., 2022; Spada et al., 2018). 
These changes only become marked in the symptomatic stages of 
infection (Linenberger and Abkowitz, 1995). The long latency of FIV 
infection may allow an infected cat to live as long as a healthy cat 

(Gleich et al., 2009; Kent et al., 2022; Luckman and Gates, 2017). FeLV 
is a Gammaretrovirus that can cause immunosuppression and lead to the 
development of fatal neoplasms and nonregenerative anemia in infected 
cats (Addie et al., 2000; Robert et al., 2023). If the cat does not have an 
adequate immune response, FeLV spreads to the bone marrow infecting 
hematopoietic precursors (Little et al., 2020), leading to anemia, 
thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, and lymphopenia (Biezus et al., 2019; 
Spada et al., 2018). Generally, FeLV-infected cats survive between 1 and 
3 years after infection but this depends mainly on the stage of infection, 
host immunity, and subtype of FeLV involved (Hofmann-Lehmann and 
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Hartmann, 2020). Co-infection with both retroviruses results in reduced 
life expectancy due to the worsening of FIV-associated signs by FeLV 
infection (Courchamp et al., 1997). 

In human medicine, several studies have demonstrated the diag-
nostic and prognostic value of leukocyte ratios, such as neutrophil- 
lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and 
platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR), in infectious diseases (Naranbhai et al., 
2014; Russell et al., 2019). In companion animal medicine, NLR is a 
marker of prognosis and disease severity in dogs with acute pancreatitis 
(Johnson et al., 2023; Neumann, 2021), babesiosis (Kučer et al., 2008), 
sepsis (Gori et al., 2021; Pierini et al., 2020), and parvovirosis 
(González-Domínguez et al., 2023), although it is not able to distinguish 
septic from non-septic peritonitis (Hodgson et al., 2018). Fewer studies 
have been performed on leukocyte ratios in cats, where an increase in 
NLR is associated with increased mortality in cats with hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy (Fries et al., 2022), acute pancreatitis (Neumann, 
2021), and sepsis (Kopilovic et al., 2023). An increase in NLR and a 
decrease in MLR is reported in cats with a plethora of infections, neo-
plasms, and in chronic renal failure (Tsouloufi et al., 2021). Pretreat-
ment NLR may be of value in identifying cats at higher risk of local 
recurrence after curative-intent surgery for feline injection site sarcomas 
(Chiti et al., 2020). A recent study showed that NLR and MLR correlated 
positively with inflammatory markers typically used in cats such as 
serum amyloid A, and with levels of albumin, globulins, and 
albumin-globulin ratio (Donato et al., 2023). 

This study aimed to investigate the NLR, MLR, and PLR ratios in cats 
with different retrovirus statuses and the ability of these ratios to pro-
vide a prognostic indication of the survival time of retroviruses-positive 
cats. 

Materials and methods 

Serum samples 

This retrospective case-control study included data of cats FIV-Ab- 
positive and/or FeLV-Ag-positive collected between January 2002 and 
June 2016 from a previously published study (Spada et al., 2018) and of 
cats followed by the authors (DP, RP, ES) from the database of the Small 
Animal Veterinary Hospital and the database of the Veterinary Trans-
fusion Research Laboratory (REVLab), Department of Veterinary Medi-
cine and Animal Sciences (DIVAS), University of Milan, Lodi, Italy from 
July 2016 and until March 2023. 

Databases were reviewed to identify all cats that had been tested for 
FIV antibodies and FeLV antigen, using a commercial SNAP COMBO 
PLUS® rapid enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (IDEXX 
Laboratories Srl, Italy) that detects, in serum, plasma or whole blood 
samples, FIV-specific anti-p24 and anti-gp40 antibodies (sensitivity: 
100%, specificity: 99.6%) and FeLV antigen p27 (sensitivity: 92.3%, 
specificity: 97.3%) (Hartmann et al., 2007). For each retrovirus-positive 
cat included in the study, a healthy cat negative for both viruses and 
with matched sex, age, and lifestyle was assigned as a cross-matched 
control cat. Healthy cats included blood donors or cats presented for 
neutering, with no clinical or clinicopathologic abnormalities. 

The retrovirus-positive cats were divided into three groups: FIV-Ab- 
positive, FeLV-Ag-positive and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats. A 
retrovirus-negative control cat was enrolled for each retrovirus-positive 
group. For each retrovirus-positive and negative cat, information 
collected from the medical records included: demographic data (origin: 
stray, privately owned or shelter cats, age, breed: purebred or mixed 
breed, sex: male or female, reproductive status: intact or neutered, and 
lifestyle: only indoor, only outdoor or indoor/outdoor cats), time and 
outcome of the serologic testing, complete blood count at diagnosis of 
retrovirus infection, outcome, and survival time (in days). Cats were 
classified as survivors if they were alive at the end of the study (set at 06/ 
27/2016 for cases of the previous study and 03/15/2023 for new cats 
selected from the databases), or non-survivors if they died during either 

study period. In the case of missing data on survival at the end of the 
study, the owners were contacted by e-mail. Cats whose survival status 
at the end of the study was unknown were considered lost to follow-up. 
Hematological data collected at the time of the FIV/FeLV test were red 
blood cells (RBCs) count, hemoglobin (Hb), hematocrit (Hct), white 
blood cells (WBCs), leukocyte differential count, and platelets (PLTs) 
count. Blood counts were performed using different automated hema-
tology analyzers, reflecting the change in instruments in the two uni-
versity laboratories of the same Department (DIVAS) during the study 
period: at the REVLab - ADVIA 120 (Siemens Healthcare S.r.l, Italy), 
from January 2002 until the end of May 2010 and Cell-Dyn 3500 
(Abbott S.r.l, Italy) from June 2010 to June 2022 while at the University 
Hospital Laboratory - ADVIA 120 analyzer (Siemens Healthcare S.r.l, 
Italy) used from January 2002 until December 2018; XT2000i (Sysmex 
Partec S.r.l, Italy) during the years 2019–2020 and XN-1000 (Sysmex 
Partec S.r.l, Italy) from 2021 until the end of the study. The leukocyte 
differential provided by the instruments was checked microscopically at 
1000X magnification on blood smears stained with a modified Roma-
nowsky rapid stain (Dif-stain kit, Titolchimica S.P.A., Rovigo, Italy or 
May Grunwald Giemsa quick stain - Bio Optica Milano SpA, Italy) by 
counting at least 100 nucleated cells. The absolute number of each 
leukocyte population was then calculated based on the total number of 
WBC and on the percentage of each cell population as provided by the 
manual differential. The platelet estimate was verified by counting the 
mean number of platelets in 10 high-power fields. If there was a 
discrepancy then the visual count was used. 

The NLR was calculated by dividing the total neutrophil count by the 
total lymphocyte count, the MLR was calculated by dividing the total 
monocyte count by the total lymphocyte count, and the PLR was 
calculated by dividing the total platelet count by the total lymphocyte 
count. 

Statistical methods 

All the collected data were captured in Microsoft Excel and analyzed 
using the statistical software MedCalc® (version 22.007, Ostend, 
Belgium). Descriptive statistics were presented to define the character-
istics of the three populations (FIV-Ab-positive, FeLV-Ag-positive, and 
FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats), and to compare demographic variables 
such as age, sex, breed, and lifestyle between control and case groups. 
Continuous variables were tested for normality using a D’Agostino 
Pearson test. All values were not normally distributed and were 
described as medians, 25th and 75th percentiles, and ranges. Values of 
hematologic parameters and cellular ratios were compared within the 
same case-control population using a Mann-Whitney test and between 
the three retrovirus-positive populations using a Kruskal-Wallis test. The 
ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve was constructed, and 
the cut-off value of the leukocyte ratios was calculated, with relative 
sensitivity and specificity to distinguish retrovirus-positive from nega-
tive control cats. Kaplan Meier curves were constructed to calculate and 
compare survival times between retrovirus-positive cats and controls 
and between the three different retrovirus-positive populations. A 
Mann-Whitney test was performed to analyze the associations between 
NLR, MLR, and PLR, and outcomes for retrovirus-positive cats. The 
evaluation of leukocyte ratios as indicators of survival was also con-
ducted considering different ranges of survival times for FIV-Ab- and 
FeLV-Ag positive cats. Survival of less than 1 year, between 1 and 4 
years, and greater than 4 years from the diagnosis of infection for FIV- 
Ab-positive cats; while less than 6 months, between 6 months and 1 
year, between 1 and 3 years, and greater than 3 years were used for 
FeLV-Ag-positive cats. Finally, a ROC curve analysis was used to identify 
cut-off levels of sensitivity and specificity for the leukocyte ratios that 
showed a statistically significant difference between survivor- and 
nonsurvivor-retrovirus-positive cats. A P-value <0.05 was considered 
statistically significant. 
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Results 

From the previous study (Spada et al., 2018), consisting of a popu-
lation of 103 retrovirus-positive cats (53 FIV-Ab-positive cats, 40 
FeLV-Ag-positive cats, and 10 FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats) and their 
103 retrovirus-negative cross-matched cats (controls), 9 
retrovirus-positive cats (and 9 controls) that did not have a complete 
blood count were excluded. Forty-eight retrovirus-positive cats and their 
48 retrovirus-negative cross-matched controls were selected from the 
databases and added to the study population. Therefore, the total 
number of cats examined in this study was 284, 142 retrovirus-positive 
cats (75 FIV-Ab-positive cats, 52 FeLV-Ag-positive cats, and 15 
FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats) and 142 retrovirus-negative cross--
matched cats. 

Age at diagnosis of retrovirus-positive status recorded for FIV-Ab- 
positive, FeLV-Ag-positive cats, and for FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats 
was a median of 5 years (range 0.4–16 years), 4 (range 0.1–13 years), 
and 6.5 (range 0.6–11 years) respectively. Age at diagnosis for 
retrovirus-negative cross-matched cats was a median age of 5 years 
(range 0.5–16 years) for FIV-Ab-negative cats, 2 years (range 0.1–12 
years) for FeLV-Ag-negative cross-matched cats, and 6.5 years (range 
0.5–15 years) for FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-negative cross-matched cats. No 
statistical differences were found between the median age of FIV-Ab- 
positive cats and FIV-Ab-negative cross-matched cats, FeLV-Ag- 
positive cats and FeLV-Ag-negative cats, and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive 
cats and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-negative cats (P=0.9793, P=0.4257, and 
P=0.8371, respectively). 

The signalment of the cats included in the study is shown in Sup-
plementary Table 1. In the population of FIV-Ab-positive cats, no de-
mographic variable was significantly associated with seropositive status 
compared with FIV cross-matched controls (P>0.05). The FeLV-Ag- 
positive population showed a significantly higher presence of mixed 
breed cats (P=0.0145) and a higher number of cats with an indoor/ 
outdoor lifestyle (P=0.0002) relative to FeLV cross-matched control 
cats. The FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive population had more cats with an 
indoor/outdoor lifestyle (P=0.0079) with respect to FIV+FeLV cross- 
matched control cats. 

Summary statistics relating to hematological parameters and leuko-
cyte ratios evaluated at the time of retrovirus test are reported in Ta-
bles 2, 3, and 4 for FIV-Ab, FeLV-Ag, and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive and 
cross-matched control cat populations, respectively. At the Mann- 
Whitney test, FIV-Ab-positive cats showed a significant decrease in 
RBCs count (P=0.0129), Hb (P=0.0111), and Hct (P=0.0029) than FIV 
cross-matched controls, while the value of eosinophils and basophils was 

significantly higher (P<0.0001 for both). FeLV-Ag-positive cats showed 
a significantly lower value of RBCs count (P=0.006), Hb (P=0.0175), 
and monocytes (P<0.0001) than FeLV cross-matched controls. FIV- 
Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats had significantly lower RBCs count, Hb, and 
Hct (P=0.0066, P=0.0144, and P=0.0107, respectively) than FIV+FeLV 
cross-matched controls. 

Relative to leukocyte ratios, only MLR showed a significantly lower 
value in FeLV-Ag-positive cats than in FeLV cross-matched controls 
(P=0.0008) at the time of diagnosis, while for NLR and PLR there were 
no significant differences for any of the three case-control populations. 
An MLR ≤ 0.05 showed a 56% sensitivity and 83% specificity in 
differentiating FeLV-Ag-positive cats from FeLV cross-matched control 
cats. The area under the ROC curve to distinguish FeLV-Ag-positive cats 
from FeLV cross-matched controls using the MLR was 0.690 (95% 
CI=0.592–0.777, P=0.0004). 

At the Kruskal-Wallis test, NLR, MLR, and PLR showed no statisti-
cally significant differences between the three retroviral positive groups 
(P=0.1265, P=0.1351, and P=0.2284, respectively), ie none of the ra-
tios could distinguish one retroviral positive status from another. 

Through Kaplan-Meier curves, survival times between cases and 
controls within the three retroviral groups, and between FIV-Ab-positive 
cats, FeLV-Ag-positive cats, and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats and their 
cross-matched control population were analyzed and compared 
(Table 5). The median survival time of FIV-Ab-positive cats showed no 
significant difference from FIV cross-matched controls (P=0.3394). The 
mean survival time of FeLV-Ag-positive cats was statistically lower than 
FeLV cross-matched controls (P=0.0001). The FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-posi-
tive cats showed significantly lower mean survival times when 
compared to the control cats (P=0.0013). The different retroviral in-
fections had also a significant influence on survival time. The survival 
time of FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats was significantly lower than both 
FIV-Ab-positive or FeLV-Ag-positive cats (P=0.0002, and P=0.0305, 
respectively), and survival time in FeLV-Ag-positive cats was signifi-
cantly lower than FIV-Ab-positive cats (P=0.0485). 

At the Mann-Whitney test, there were no statistically significant as-
sociations between the outcome of retrovirus status and either the NLR, 
the MLR, or the PLR (Table 6). The prognostic role of leukocyte ratios 
was not evaluated in the FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive group, because of 
the small number of surviving cats. 

When different ranges of survival times were considered, none of the 
three ratios were found to be significantly different among the different 
ranges of survival times for FIV-Ab-positive cats, while there was a 
significantly higher value of MLR in FeLV-Ag-positive cats that died 
between 1 and 3 years after the diagnosis compared with the 

Table 2 
Summary statistics relating to selected hematologic parameters and leukocyte ratios evaluated in 75 FIV-Ab-positive cats and 75 FIV-Ab-negative cross-matched 
control cats to investigate the survival prognostic ability of neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and platelet-lymphocyte ratio 
(PLR).  

Parameter FIV-Ab-positive cats (n = 75) FIV-Ab-negative cats (n = 75) P-value 

Median (25th and 75th percentiles) Min Max Median (25th and 75th percentiles Min Max 

RBC x 106/µL 7.65 (5.94–8.46)  1.82  10.60 8.09 (6.78–8.88)  3.10  13.20  0.0129 
Hb g/dL 10.90 (8.50–11.88)  2.52  15.50 11.60 (9.93–12.90)  4.10  16.10  0.0111 
Hct % 31.00 (27.23–35.60)  8.34  49.60 34.40 (30.55–37.63)  11.70  49.30  0.0029 
Leukocyte x 103/µL 10.00 (7.18–15.00)  2.09  43.21 10.50 (8.14–15.15)  3.73  43.04  0.4705 
Neutrophil 

x 103/µL 
6.40 (4.07–9.77)  0.70  31.37 7.20 (3.59–10.00)  1.20  38.30  0.4590 

Lymphocyte x 103/µL 2.48 (1.68–3.79)  0.22  12.57 2.98 (1.59–4.34)  0.68  8.60  0.6506 
Monocyte x 103/µL 0.21 (0.13–0.49)  0.00  10.25 0.25 (0.12–0.36)  0.00  2.57  0.9266 
Eosinophil x 103/µL 0.24 (0.07–0.49)  0.00  2.60 0.00 (0.00–0.18)  0.00  8.96  <0.0001 
Basophil x 103/µL 0.00 (0.00–0.01)  0.00  0.22 0.00 (0.00–0.00)  0.00  0.11  <0.0001 
Platelet x 103/µL 228.00 (155.25–340.00)  29.00  970.00 265.00 (171.00–345.75)  28.00  579.00  0.3445 
NLR 2.52 (1.30–4.64)  0.09  95.00 2.49 (1.24–4.29)  0.29  34.20  0.9266 
MLR 0.08 (0.04–0.22)  0.00  3.00 0.14 (0.04–0.18)  0.00  1.50  0.6231 
PLR 82.99 (54.02–180.98)  8.76  648.65 89.31 (51.89–156.24)  15.38  544.67  0.9416 

FeLV, Feline Leukemia Virus; FIV, Feline Immunodeficiency Virus; Ab, antibody; Ag, antigen; RBC, red blood cell; Hb, hemoglobin; Hct, hematocrit; Min, minimum; 
Max, maximum. P-values for significant variables (P<0.05) are highlighted in bold font. 
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corresponding FeLV-Ag-positive cats still alive at the end of the same 
period (0.11 and 0.02 respectively, P=0.0284). Again, due to the small 
number of FIV-Ab-+FeLV-Ag-positive cats considered and the limited 
number of FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive surviving cats, this evaluation was 

not performed in this group. 

Table 3 
Summary statistics relating to selected hematologic parameters and hematologic ratios evaluated in 52 FeLV-Ag-positive cats and 52 FeLV-Ag-negative cross-matched 
control cats to investigate the survival prognostic ability of neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and platelet-lymphocyte ratio 
(PLR).  

Parameter FeLV-Ag-positive cats (n = 52) FeLV-Ag-negative cats (n = 52) P-value 

Median (25th and 75th percentiles Min Max Median (25th and 75th percentiles Min Max 

RBC x 106/µL 7.10 (5.40–8.48)  1.17  11.60 8.56 (7.6.-10.02)  2.79  11.80  0.0006 
Hb g/dL 10.80 (8.60–12.60)  3.00  16.20 11.85 (10.70–13.25)  4.30  15.30  0.0175 
Hct % 30.50 (24.75–37.55)  8.50  49.00 35.30 (29.55–38.55)  12.10  45.10  0.0743 
Leukocyte x 103/µL 8.44 (7.22–11.25)  2.72  85.90 9.62 (7.19–11.69)  4.54  31.08  0.2084 
Neutrophil x 103/µL 4.63 (3.18–6.71)  1.14  31.30 5.04 (3.46–7.71)  1.68  22.79  0.4411 
Lymphocyte x 103/µL 2.71 (1.96–4.18)  0.24  54.98 3.18 (1.90–4.31)  086  12.77  0.3425 
Monocyte x 103/µL 0.13 (0.06–0.29)  0.00  3.49 0.40 (0.23–0.72)  0.00  3.64  <0.0001 
Eosinophil x 103/µL 0.36 (0.09–0.85)  0.00  1.28 0.31 (0.12–0.53)  0.00  1.33  0.6583 
Basophil x 103/µL 0.00 (0.00–0.00)  0.00  0.18 0.00 (0.00–0.01)  0.00  0.35  0.2460 
Platelet x 103/µL 164.50 (82.50–348.50)  6.00  518.00 238.00 (140.00–377.25)  55.00  772.00  0.0501 
NLR 1.62 (0.96–3.49)  0.20  15.67 1.66 (0.89–3.14)  0.26  14.50  0.8734 
MLR 0.05 (0.02–0.13)  0.00  0.73 0.14 (0.07–0.21)  0.00  0.83  0.0008 
PLR 67.19 (27.14–140.67)  0.73  654.17 77.50 (39.62–125.99)  0.00  400.76  0.6941 

FeLV, Feline Leukemia Virus; FIV, Feline Immunodeficiency Virus; Ab, antibody; Ag, antigen; RBC, red blood cell; Hb, hemoglobin; Hct, hematocrit; Min, minimum; 
Max, maximum. P-values for significant variables (P<0.05) are highlighted in bold font. 

Table 4 
Summary statistics relating to selected hematologic parameters and leukocyte ratios evaluated in 15 FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats and 15 FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-negative 
cats to investigate the survival prognostic ability of neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR).  

Parameter FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats (n = 15) FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-negative cats (n = 15) P-value 

Median (25th and 75th percentiles) Min Max Median (25th and 75th percentiles) Min Max 

RBC x 106/µL 5.40 (2.71–7.35)  1.73  8.72 7.79 (6.34–9.34)  2.70  10.60  0.0066 
Hb g/dL 6.74 (4.63–9.95)  3.30  15.30 11.30 (8.93–13.00)  4.00  14.80  0.0144 
Hct % 24.00 (13.63–29.10)  10.30  38.00 30.70 (26.53–38.25)  13.20  41.10  0.0107 
Leukocyte x 103/µL 10.60 (4.59–18.00)  2.41  68.40 9.89 (8.71–14.51)  2.23  27.38  0.9504 
Neutrophil x 103/µL 4.78 (2.77–14.01)  0.27  31.19 6.20 (3.75–11.72)  1.20  17.80  0.8381 
Lymphocyte x 103/µL 2.80 (1.32–5.15)  0.09  43.09 3.12 (2.01–4.77)  0.37  7.08  0.9349 
Monocyte x 103/µL 0.18 (0.05–0.79)  0.00  1.30 0.09 (0.05–0.37)  0.00  1.18  0.6177 
Eosinophil x 103/µL 0.20 (0.04–0.86)  0.00  1.99 0.00 (0.00–0.35)  0.00  1.49  0.0904 
Basophil x 103/µL 0.00 (0.00–0.03)  0.00  0.11 0.00 (0.00–0.10)  0.00  0.40  0.1026 
Platelet x 103/µL 231.00 (104.75–381.25)  23.00  510.00 285.00 (237.75–393.00)  44.00  560.00  0.2997 
NLR 1.71 (0.79–4.67)  0.12  46.99 2.11 (1.13–3.39)  0.60  34.59  0.7244 
MLR 0.04 (0.02–0.15)  0.00  2.00 0.05 (0.02–0.19)  0.00  0.33  0.8840 
PLR 68.25 (37.81–191.58)  4.13  665.80 80.90 (67.13–117.03)  19.04  770.27  0.5949 

FeLV, Feline Leukemia Virus; FIV, Feline Immunodeficiency Virus; Ab, antibody; Ag, antigen; RBC, red blood cell; Hb, hemoglobin; Hct, hematocrit; Min, minimum; 
Max, maximum. P-values for significant variables (P<0.05) are highlighted in bold font. 

Table 5 
Comparison of the survival times between FIV-Ab-positive cats, FeLV-Ag-positive cats, and FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats and their cross-matched control population 
to investigate the survival prognostic ability of neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR).   

Survivors 
n (%) 

Nonsurvivors 
n (%) 

Lost to 
follow-up 
n (%) 

Median survival 
time in 
days (95% CI) 

P-value 

FIV-Ab-positive cats 
(n = 75) 

31 (41%) 24 (32%) 20 (27%) 2040 
(990–3221) 

P=0.3394 

FIV-Ab-negative cats 
(n = 75) 

31 (41%) 16 (21%) 28 (37%) 2160 
(947–3960) 

FeLV-Ag-positive cats 
(n = 52) 

15 (29%) 23 (44%) 14 (27%) 1231 
(769–1692) 

P¼0.0001 

FeLV-Ag-negative cats 
(n = 52) 

33 (63%) 5 (10%) 14 (27%) 2707 
(2428–2985) 

FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag -positive cats (n=15) 1 (7%) 10 (66%) 4 (27%) 443 
(11− 875) 

P¼0.0013 

FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag -negative cat (n=15) 8 (53%) 2 (13%) 5 (33%) 2318 
(1645–2992) 

95% CI, 95% confidence interval. FeLV, Feline Leukemia Virus; FIV, Feline Immunodeficiency Virus; Ab, antibody; Ag, antigen. P-values for significant variables 
(P<0.05) are highlighted in bold font. 
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Discussion 

This study evaluated selected leukocyte ratios in different retrovirus 
statuses and their prognostic values for survival in FIV-Ab-positive and 
FeLV-Ag-positive cats. To our knowledge, this is the first study to 
investigate the cellular ratio in retrovirus-positive cats. No leukocyte 
ratio evaluated in this study was able to distinguish retrovirus-positive 
from negative cats. Furthermore, none of the assessed leukocyte ratios 
could predict the survival outcome within or among the different groups 
of retrovirus-positive cats. 

The lack of significant differences in NLR, MLR, and PLR ratios be-
tween FIV-Ab-positive cats and FIV cross-matched control cats can be 
explained by the fact that no significant hematologic alteration of leu-
kocytes used for the calculation of leukocyte ratios was detected in FIV- 
Ab-positive versus control cats. This contrasts with data reported in the 
literature, in which FIV-Ab-positive cats tended to have neutrophilia, 
monocytosis, leukocytosis, neutropenia and lymphopenia, thrombocy-
topenia, and monocytopenia (Gleich and Hartmann, 2009; Liem et al., 
2013; Priolo et al., 2022; Rudan et al., 2017; Rungsuriyawiboon et al., 
2022). However, our study did not consider the stage of FIV infection 
and hematologic alterations are only evident in the symptomatic and 
terminal phase (Shelton et al., 1990). 

In the FeLV-Ag-positive population, MLR was found to be signifi-
cantly lower than in the control population. Although an MLR ≤ 0.05 
could differentiate FeLV-Ag-positive from FeLV-Ag-negative cats, it only 
had a sensitivity of 56% and specificity of 83%. This performance is 
significantly lower than several point-of-care tests, including the one 
used in this study to identify FeLV-Ag-positive cats. Therefore, even 
though this was a statistically significant result, it is of little practical use 
in diagnosing FeLV-Ag-positive cats. 

The lower MLR in FeLV-Ag-positive cats may be a direct consequence 
of the increase in the number of lymphocytes, which is common in cats 
with progressive infection characterized by leukemias, or because of 
chronic stimulation of the immune system secondary to inflammation 
(Duda et al., 2020). The lower MLR may be also related to the decrease 
in monocytes in FeLV-infected cats, although monocytopenia has been 
reported in some studies related to FIV-seropositive cats (Liem et al., 
2013), but not as significant alteration in FeLV-infected cats. 

Concerning the survival time of retrovirus-positive cats in our study, 
FIV-Ab-positive cats showed a median survival not significantly 
different from their control cats (2040 versus 2160 days, respectively). 
FIV-infected cats may remain clinically healthy for many years due to 
the long incubation period of the virus, as reported in many previous 
studies (Gleich et al., 2009; Kent et al., 2022; Ravi et al., 2010). The 
results of this study are also similar to findings in previous literature 
reports (Addie et al., 2000; Beall et al., 2021; Spada et al., 2018) 

regarding the lower survival of FeLV seropositive cats (mean 1231 days) 
compared with FeLV seronegative cats (mean 2707 days). 
FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats showed significantly shorter survival 
times than the uninfected controls, with a mean of 443 days compared 
with 2318 days for seronegative cats. FIV+FeLV-coinfection leads to 
worsening immunodeficiency in seropositive individuals, a finding 
confirmed by the reduced survival of the latter compared with only 
FIV-infected or FeLV-infected cats (Courchamp et al., 1997; Spada et al., 
2018). 

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the possible prog-
nostic value of leukocyte ratios for the survival time of retrovirus- 
positive cats. To our knowledge, there is no literature about NLR, 
MLR, and PLR as survival markers in FIV- or FeLV-positive cats. Our 
study was unable to demonstrate an association between any of the three 
ratios and FIV-Ab-positive and FeLV-positive patients concerning overall 
survival. However, when the survival time was divided into different 
time frames, the MLR was significantly higher in the FeLV-Ag-positive 
cats that died between 1 and 3 years after serological testing 
compared with the FeLV-Ag-positive cats still alive after 3 years (0.11 
and 0.02 respectively, P=0.0284). The higher MLR in FeLV-Ag-positive 
cats that died between 1 and 3 years after the serological testing may be 
caused by lymphopenia resulting from the state of immunodepression in 
the terminal stage of infection (Duda et al., 2020). It should be consid-
ered, however, that alterations in the lymphocyte value may also be 
related to para-physiological conditions, such as states of stress and fear, 
or to the presence of pathologies not necessarily FeLV-related that were 
not investigated in our study (Fam et al., 2010). 

This study has some limitations. The first and most important limi-
tation is that some of the included FeLV-Ag-positive cats could be cats 
with transient viremia and their status of progressive infection was not 
confirmed by PCR testing searching for FeLV provirus. For the same 
reason, some FeLV-Ag-negative cats may have been latently FeLV 
infected (regressive cats) (Little et al., 2020). In addition, the stage of 
FIV and FeLV infection was not established. FIV-Ab-positive cats tend to 
have mild or absent hematologic changes in the prodromal and gener-
alized lymphadenopathy stages, as well as no detectable pathologic 
changes during the asymptomatic stage, whereas during the FAIDS stage 
infected cats become symptomatic and show severe hematologic 
changes (Linenberger and Abkowitz, 1995). In abortive or atypical FeLV 
infection cats are clinically healthy (Little et al., 2020). FeLV-regressor 
cats show transient and mild hematologic changes, while progressive 
cats develop clinical signs and hematologic changes related to the state 
of chronic inflammation, immunodepression, and FeLV-related neo-
plasms (Duda et al., 2020; Little et al., 2020). Furthermore, our study did 
not consider any concurrent diseases that could have affected the 
retrovirus seropositive cats. Another limitation could be the use of 
different hematology analyzers in the two university laboratories of the 
same department. However, well-trained personnel who work under the 
supervision of specialized clinical pathologists and evaluation of dif-
ferential leukocyte and platelet counts by microscopic examination in all 
samples should limit the bias relative to this aspect. The presence of cats 
lost to follow-up and the low number of cats included in the study, 
especially FIV-Ab+FeLV-Ag-positive cats, limited the analysis regarding 
the use of leukocyte ratios as biomarkers of survival in this population. 
Finally, although the platelet count was manually counted since PLT 
aggregation interferes with manual counting, the PLR may be inaccurate 
in the feline population evaluated. 

Conclusions 

Although leukocyte ratios are easily calculated and are inexpensive 
biomarkers shown to be useful in clinical feline practice (Chiti et al., 
2020; Donato et al., 2023; Fries et al., 2022; Gori et al., 2021; Tsouloufi 
et al., 2021), they did not prove to be an accurate prognostic survival 
marker in retrovirus-positive cats. Only MLR was significantly higher in 
FeLV-Ag-positive cats that died between 1 and 3 years after diagnosis 

Table 6 
Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), monocyte-lymphocyte ratio (MLR), and 
platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR) comparison between surviving and non- 
surviving cats in FIV-Ab-positive and FeLV-Ag-positive feline populations eval-
uated for the survival prognostic ability of selected leukocyte ratios.   

NLR 
median 
(95% CI) 

MLR 
median 
(95% CI) 

PLR 
median 
(95% CI) 

FIV-Ab-positive 
survivors 

1.70 
(0.97–3.66) 

0.05 
(0.02–0.12) 

77.33 
(67.52–111.86) 

FIV-Ab-positive 
nonsurvivors 

2.86 
(1.96–4.92) 

0.11 
(0.07–0.18) 

86.30 
(56.80–188.52) 

P-value 0.0997 0.0595 0.7343 
FeLV-Ag-positive 

survivors 
1.25 
(0.97–2.06) 

0.02 
(0.00–0.06) 

57.24 
(20.06–131.15) 

FeLV-Ag-positive 
nonsurvivors 

1.44 
(0.99–1.89) 

0.05 
(0.02–0.10) 

84.13 
(37.89–120.84) 

P-value 0.6868 0.0944 0.7013 

95% CI, 95% confidence interval; FeLV, Feline Leukemia Virus; FIV, Feline 
Immunodeficiency Virus; Ab, antibody; Ag, antigen. 
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than in FeLV-Ag-positive cats that were still alive at the end of this 
period. 
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